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     Based on Earth Impact Database (2008) [1] data, 174 con-
firmed impact craters are known on Earth currently. They are 
situated randomly at different surfaces – leastwise for the first 
sight, but after particular investigations it can be recognized that 
the impact structures are concentrated on older surfaces and be-
came relatively rare on younger ones. In the case of the Earth’s 
surface this distribution is complicated by the effects of wide 
range of erosion types and endogenic processes (e.g. metamor-
phism, tectonic movements, magmatic infillings etc.). But even 
here, it can be recognized, that the largest meteorite crater den-
sity and the oldest forms can be found on the old cratons 
(shields) of North Europe, North America and Australia. In the 
first two cases (North Europe, and North America), probably be-
cause of the ice-dominated exhumation under the last ice age 
(pleistocene): the covering sediment layers and the sedimentary 
infillings of the crater basins were removed by moving ice. Im-
pact craters in these two regions were formed before the pleisto-
cene and they are relatively small (most of them under 20 km in 
diameter). Impact craters became rare in the tropical regions be-
cause of the rich vegetation cover and the fast landscape destruc-
tion. Ocean floors are other poorly cratered regions. In depths of 
thousands of meters, smaller meteorites or asteroids can’t impact 
into the floor-surface because of the drag of the water. Other rea-
sons: the young ages of the seafloors (not older than 200 million 
years), according to the plate tectonics; the rapid sedimentation 
and the relatively poorly explored topography of ocean basins. 
There is a third region too, where meteorite craters are missing: 
these are the inland ice sheets and the Antarctica: on the rela-
tively young, moving, melting-refreezing and rapid-changing ice 
surfaces, where impact craters were deformed and eroded rapidly 
[2]. 

Distribution graphs and diagrams can divide the continents 
into two groups [2,3]: North-America (especially for the Cana-
dian-shield) and Europe (Baltic-shield) are in one group, as pleis-
tocene glaciated continents. The other group of continents con-
sists of Africa, Asia, South America and Australia, as pleistocene 
unglaciated continents. These two groups can be identified by 
distributions by diameters as well as distributions by age, at the 
different levels of diameter ranges and age intervals (eras, eons, 
epochs). The graphs and diagrams suggest some further ques-
tions: is there any crater exhumation on the rock surfaces, under 
recent ice masses? Can any impact signals be recognized on the 
surfaces of ice masses? 
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